Retracted manuscript: The WNT-5a derived peptide, Foxy-5, possesses dual properties that impair progression of ERα negative breast cancer.
Retraction for: "The WNT-5a derived peptide, Foxy-5, possesses dual properties that impair progression of ERa negative breast cancer," by Caroline E. Ford, Elin J. Ekström, Jillian Howlin and Tommy Andersson, which appeared in the June 15, 2009 issue of Cell Cycle (Ford CE, et al. Cell Cycle 2009; 8:1838-1842; 10.4161/cc.8.12.8863). The authors wish to note the following: "Recently a paper, on which I was the senior author and that was published in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences titled "Wnt-5a signaling restores tamoxifen sensitivity in estrogen receptor-negative breast cancer cells" (Ford CE, Ekström EJ, Andersson T. Proc Natl Acad Sci USA 2009; 106:3919-24) was retracted. The fact that this paper was the direct reason for our review article in the Cell Cycle journal makes it logical that I also retract the cited review article published in the Cell Cycle journal, the other authors approve this retraction. We apologize for any inconvenience this may have caused."